
Authentically unfiltered. 
Unimaginably refined.

Classic, Private Classic and Custom Journeys

Live your 
great story.



We all have an innate need to map out
what is uncharted on our life’s journey and

to experience things we have yet to discover.
We roughed it in the African wild so you don’t 
have to - so you can be completely engaged to 

soak up every moment of your adventure. 

Our Classic and Custom Journeys are filled 
with the same sense of excitement and wonder

 that brought us to Africa in the first place.
Each safari experience we design offers you 

the highest level of luxury without sacrificing 
any of the authenticity you crave. 

Start your journey by contacting us today! 

Greg & Susan Traverso
Founders, Metamo 

A note from the founders:

metamo.travel  |  888.918.9222  |  hello@metamo.travel

https://metamo.travel/
mailto:hello%40metamo.travel?subject=


Embarking on your first trip to Africa is daunting. 
Unlike most vacations, this is an experience that requires a lot of planning. 

But don’t worry — at Metamo, we’re here to take care of all 
the details so you can focus on living your great story. 

Our journeys offer the highest level of luxury 
without sacrificing the authenticity you crave.

Our journeys are expertly designed to foster 
personal transformation and a lifelong 
appreciation for our planet and its people.

For every person who travels with us, 
we pay for one year of education for one child. 
It’s our One-To-One Promise. 

Authenticity

Possibility

Philanthropy

Your first journey:



Ronah Musangu Musenge | Zambia

Africa is my home but traveling with Metamo brings  
wonders around every corner. I have been on several  
Metamo journeys and each one has been so delightful.

Phil & Wendy Johnson | United States

We loved this experience so much that we  
have returned with Metamo three times!  
The transformational experience of traveling in  
Africa are all memories burned into our hearts forever.

Tiffany McFarland | United States

Visiting Kenya was a dream of mine since childhood. 
The trip became my most cherished adventure of all.  
Kenya has left an indelible mark on my heart,  
and every day I find myself longing to go again.

Bassam & Lucia | Italy

Thank you, Metamo, for being our guide in this  
fantastic experience. We hope we can have another 
Metamo experience soon.

Accolades from our guests



Imagine the great expanse of the African plains. 
Picture the endless sky, dotted witha billion stars. 

Feel the rumble of a hungry lion’s growl in the distance.

This is Africa.

This is your chance to
live your great story.

The name alone elicits mystery, excitement, possibility.  
Time follows the rhythms of untamed nature.  

Dawn is welcomed by a swelling orchestra of songbirds  
— the most pleasing alarm clock known to man.  

Lions roar in the distance, daring you to venture forth. 

Maasai warriors, cloaked in brilliant red shawls  
gaze toward the horizon — searching, but for what? 

Gentle giraffes float on the plains, while  
clumsy baby elephants play at a watering hole.  

The earliest sight of mankind are tribal footpaths that  
wind through savanna and brush, from village to village.

This is the Africa you’ve dreamed of.  
Here, you’re granted the space to breathe. 

Take a moment 
to close your eyes



Our selection of tented camps and lodges are situated
 in prime locations, maximizing your safari experience.  

Secluded and picturesque, they’ll immediately  
transport you to a different state of mind. 

For answers to common questions please visit: metamo.travel/plan-and-prepare

Each location offers exceptional 
standards of service. And more important, 

they all take conservation seriously. 
Not only do they make as small a 

footprint as possible, but they aim 
to give back to the communities 

and ecosystems in which they exist.

 

 

The camps and lodges we select are specially 
curated with a focus on sustainable practices.  
Each makes contributions to the conservation  

of its surroundings, cultures, and wildlife.

Eco-friendly first. Always.

Your Camps & Lodges

https://metamo.travel/plan-and-prepare/


Travel your way.
However you choose to experience the wonders of Africa,

we’re here to help you with the details.

Classic Journeys
Simply choose your itinerary, and we’ll do the rest. 
You will be matched with like-minded explorers — 
for a small group adventure you won’t soon forget.

Private Classic Journeys
Our Private Classic Journeys are nearly identical  

to the Classic Journeys. The only difference is  
you get to choose your cast of characters.  

Explore our itineraries, choose a date,  
and we’ll do the rest.

Custom Journeys
Our travel experts work directly with you to 

design a unique itinerary. From off-the-beaten-path 
adventures to one-of-a-kind experiences — we’ll make  

sure your pages are filled with incredible stories.

Extensions
Spice up your Metamo Journey even  

further and add one of our extensions.

Essence of Kenya
Essence of Tanzania
Ballad of Land & Sea

Great Kenyan Embrace
Kenya’s Timeless Beauty

Splendid Pursuit of Tanzania
Grandeur of Kenya & Tanzania

Above the Shadow of the Giant

Kilimanjaro
Safari Extension

Zanzibar Extension
Gorilla Trek Extension

Safari & Zanzibar Extension



Are you 
looking 

for a more  
fulfilling way 

to travel?
There are few things we enjoy more than speaking 

with fellow explorers about their travel dreams. 
If you have any questions about traveling with Metamo, 

we would love to talk with you.
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